
'When I Grow Up

T
he seniors of '93 have
high hopes for the future.
Although their ideas are
somewhat different, they
are primarily geared to-
ward one goal: BIG

BUCKS!
"I would like to be a CPA," com-

mented Donna Faulk, "and go into
business for myself or work for a
company."

Michelle~Moody had other ideas
for her future. "I want to be an inter-
national or entertainment lawyer. I
want to work in a big city, but I want
to live in the mountains."

"I want to be a biologist, or a doc-
tor maybe," responded Casey Bonds.
"But I know I want to major in biolo-
gy at Clemson University or maybe
Carolina." .
Senior John Martin has similar
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plans in the field of medicine. • I
would like to attend U.S.c. and
study to become a nurse anesthetist
and work at Baptist Hospital."

Robbie Black has narrowed it
down to two choices. "I want to be
an engineer or a doctor."

Children are the main interests of
Mary Lee Hodges and Priscilla
Rambo. "I want to be a middle
school English/literature teacher at
a small Christian school," replied
Mary Lee.

"I'd like to have a successful prac-
tice in child psycholgy," said Priscil-
la, "and to be married with three
boys."

Reagan Lewis and Jamie Cooper
aspire to work in the sports field. "I
would like to be a physical therapist
for a professional baseball or foot-
b II team," answered Reagan. "First

are the Atlanta Braves or
l"1lu ••..•• ,.4 Falcons."
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to be a game warden.
Camak Blair and Ashlee Spires

simply want to enjoy whatever they
choose to do. "I want to sell lemon-
ice at Myrtle Beach," joked Camak,
"or just do something I enjoy."

"I'm not sure what I want to do
yet," answered Ashlee. "There are
too many opportunities for me to
choose one when I am 17 years old."
She added, "I want to be happy
when I grow up."

Whatever the future holds for
these twelve seniors, we wish them
much success!
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